The “Sin” Hitler and the Germans did
-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
In reply to another post:
Jews just breed "Zionists" and they are all taught in the same way as "Zionists". All jews are
Zionists, because there are only jews. You can put two jews from the other sides of the
world and see the same behavior. This is also external. Internally there is no difference at all.
It’s just few of them are cucks too so they don't go in the front, or intelligent enough to
create false opposition, which helps them survive by making other fools think the Eternal
Jude ever changes...Like butcher Nathanael. Who turned to Rabbi Emmanuel, from Rabbi
Shlomo Shekelstein where he believed prior..oy vey!
The jews are aware that other Races like the White Race have heightened sense of
individuality and as thus are capable of clashes. So they pretend to be the same. But they are
all "ONE" and this is what their Rabbis openly state, but also what their actions for
thousands of years have shown. Its not a mere accusation. All Gentiles in history have stated
about jews is too correct now as it was in Ancient times.
They also go against Zionism in an attempt to actually debunk that they are a danger and
threat to us, which also ties into the same exact goal of the Zionists to remain hidden. Both
want to wash the hands of the jews clean for what they are. This is attention diversion for
the Goyim. There are not "Zionists", just jews. I was obviously making a statement about
these people who are hanging into the meme, such as democrats and demo-brats who think
they know it all. But never bothered to think anything at all around.
So supposedly you hear everyone crying about Hitler being totalitarian and this sort of crap.
While women in Germany wore bikini before it was famous. Had exceptional standards of
living. Freedom to marry all or nobody while having children. Freedom of belief. Carried
firearms. And the lis goes..
Hitler ruled the "Born Nazi Oppressors who must go extinct for they opposed the kikes,
according to kike divine mandate, because they defended Gentiles against the USSR commie
dracula jew world order" Germans for 12 years. Just 12 years. The jews of course call this
totalitarianism and slavery because in the mind of the jew, unless the jew is able to kill you,
plunder you of your toil and work, attack you, control your press, food, reality, life and
consciousness, you are being a bad dictator to them. People who know the history of this
time called it freedom instead, which is what it meant to us Gentiles. It’s all part of the
jewish meme, where your are obligated by divine mandate to be a slave to the jew because
they want so. If you even remotely react, you are to die in hellfire. The jews want to
materialize this physically.

Now, if reaction and disobedience to "God" results in all this, what "Sin" the Germans and
Hilter have done!
Created a world free of usury, a world where nature was intact, sexuality was free, healthy
and rampant, you could go out of your home and always find friends and work, there was no
isolation, there was freedom of speech contrary to what the kikes state (but no freedom of
speech for kikes- that’s why they whine), you could make it anywhere by your job and enjoy
life. Choose to marry or not marry, have or not have children. Paganism was also on the rise
and soon xianity would go extinct same as the jewish influence on this country. Because
nobody needed this kike on a stick anymore, it had become outdated, and people were
touching the real God once again. Even all animals were living happy and worthwhile lives.
These people also enjoyed rights that your "freedom loving" Americans couldn't even
imagine, and only came up with later. They also were far more tolerating to other Races too,
than Americans. Quite an irony, right?
But in such environment, the jew cannot exist, thrive and destroy us, or impose what they
want. So they imposed external war so more Goyim can die and be made into the jewish
meat grinder so the jew can sell them holoshekels.
Basically the Sin that Germans and Hitler did were actually the sin all Ancient Gentiles did.
Exist without the jew, prosper, become Godlike and advance to eternity at their own pace.
How dare all of you exclude the ratty ghouls from it? They were obligated by mandate to
stop this and destroy all of you then! Pure psychopaths.
But I will tell you what wrong this people did, all the more. They raised their head against
the jew. That's all. So they get defamed as long jews can do it. Attacked to extinction for it
with all means. And Hitler did nothing bad. Whomever questions, criticizes and defends
themselves against the jewish virus is to die according to the jew. This hatred is expressed in
the backhanded threats of their "Apocalypse" and religions, which threatens all non jews
with eternal death and hellfire for not accepting jews are masters or what they demand. So
yes we are dealing with the lowest kind of severe excrement.
The "Non Born Zionist purely innocent kikes" who shed 6 trillion tears, have had their
"Zionist Totalitarian Rule" since forever, never changing a day of it. Guiding all their racial
fate every day. And kissing their ass for it. Because they know this is how they can survive
and not like the Goyim who listen to jews think of the matter, by Race mixing and being a
jew cuckold. The major sin is that someone else decided to do the same and the jew knew
they had no chance to rule the world of ruins they wanted. So they defame them and boo
boo Hitler for all eternity.
The kikes have the rule of their choice for thousands of years, cutthroat kikes, who don't
give a shit about anything and are like Stalin was, in their image. Stalin was a person of the
expressed power of the jewish race. Cutthroat, gangster, murderer, unthoughtful and totally
inconsiderate of any other being. A total child of Zion, a "Saved" one. This is why they
survived and also they of course allowed this to happen, happily and so forth. Because they
are all the same mind after all. This is why the common opinion of the kikes was formed.
Because of what they were in reality and people just expressed what they saw of them.

The kikes are always racing to prove otherwise, because it’s what it is. The jew works all
their existence to distort clear understanding of the world around us, which is when they will
be booted out. As thus, the consciousness raising God Satan, who makes people SEE is their
mortal enemy. Satanas literally means enlightenment and raising the Serpent consciousness.
So guess who the evil one in the end is. They also didn't have any reason. But excuse them
for they are jews and they don't need a reason for their divine alien dictate which is all about
enslaving the shit out of anyone and destroying the planet in debris, just to see all others
suffer.
Also, remember to be sinners. Intellectually speaking. Since existence is sin you can't do
much anyway, so just be the worst sinner you can be. Maybe if we reach the height of sins of
these proud people, or the height of sins of our Ancient people, we might see the Light
again.
-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666

